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ABSTRACT
It is a fact of life for many start-ups that they must sell part of their
company (i.e., fund raising) in order to have enough capital to grow
the company to one day successfully exit the market. The unfortu-
nate side effect of this necessity is that it places a large burden on
start-ups to respond to information requests from potential buyers
which then forces employees to step away from their day jobs to
formulate responses. While it has been the norm to respond to such
requests using manual review of contracts and other information
sources, the increasingly competitive funding market has resulted
in growing time pressure for all participants of start-up purchasing
endeavours. Furthermore, current technological offerings often fall
short of providing optimal support to the start-up and the buyer
which continues to reinforce a process that is often cumbersome
and chaotic.

In this work, we present an analysis of 19 interviews of regular
participants on both sides of the sales process finding that the main
pain points revolve around document management, request track-
ing, internal and external collaboration. Based upon this analysis,
we describe an early-stage prototype to investigate a possible so-
lution for efficient handling of buyers’ information requests. We
recruited 12 participants to test this prototype and found that the
main issue was misalignment between language in the tool and
participants’ mental models. From these two sets of analyses, we
present potential implications and considerations for building tools
for infrequent but high-risk and high-reward information tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
“I don’t understand it. Everyone spends their time trading
shitty data rooms, and emails, and diligence trackers in Excel
and nothing... Just this horrible, horrible, horrible situation
and there’s got to be a better mousetrap1 out there but I haven’t
found one...”

A Study Participant
Selling a company in whole or part (e.g., fund raising) is often

the route for many start-ups to achieve some form of long-term via-
bility and success.2 Despite recent economic downturns, the global
market for merging or acquiring companies saw a volume of US$642
billion between July and September 2022 indicating that this is still
a common and lucrative activity [40]. For such deals to take place,
however, the seller must go through a process, commonly called
sell-side due diligence, which involves employees from the selling
company (or the selling company’s legal counsel) to interrupt their
day-jobs to respond to information requests that will help the buyer
determine what they believe is an appropriate valuation for the
risks present in the company. Should this process be successful, the
buyer will then engage in a no less arduous process, commonly
called buy-side due diligence, where they verify the responses pro-
vided as well as look for more nuanced risks and conflicts relevant
to the buyer. Sell-side due diligence is particularly impactful to the
selling company since regular infusions of capital can help extend
their runway to show viability and value which ideally leads to
a subsequent complete acquisition. Combined with the fact that
sell-side due diligence can be very disruptive to the regular flow of
business and has the potential to negatively affect the bottom-line
if not managed well (Section 3.2). Buy-side diligence has seen some
prior investigation [24, 28, 42] but is also managed quite differently
from sell-side diligence (i.e., almost entirely by a law firm). Due to
this difference and particular importance on “getting this right” for
the selling company, we provide a high-level comparison between
the two processes in Section 2.1 and discuss sell-side diligence only
for the remainder of this work.

When conducting sell-side due diligence, the selling company
is tasked with responding to a due diligence request list (Figure 1)
that contains multiple sections with each section typically corre-
sponding to a subset of the organization (e.g., general policies and
organizational chart, finance, legal, human resources). The exact
information requested in any given request list will differ based
upon the buying entity and the domain (e.g., healthcare, manufac-
turing, e-commerce) and so will the exact form of deliverable(s) (e.g.,

1“A better mousetrap” is an English idiom referring to the idea that any improvement
to current mousetrap technologies would net the inventor much fame and fortune.
2Without loss of generality, we use “buy” and “sell” in this paper regardless of whether
this is in the form of investment or outright acquisition due to some proportion of
controlling interest in a company changing hands.
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more mature companies would typically produce more thorough re-
sponses than a company with one or two customers). To investigate
the high-level commonalities and the various perceptions of the
sell-side due diligence process, we conducted 19 semi-structured in-
terviews with individuals from both buy and sell sides focusing on
their background and process involvement in sell-side due diligence,
the collection and management of responses to the request list, and
the outputs produced by the process that are then externally shared
(Section 3.2).

Based upon our analysis of the interviews, we found that a seri-
ous lack of dedicated tools has seemingly impacted the ability for
companies to conduct sell-side diligence in a less disruptive way
(i.e., lots of manual tracking in spreadsheets). In an attempt to fill
this gap, we describe our early stage machine learning powered
tool that aims to assist sellers in more efficiently and effectively
managing the diligence process by allowing them to create filters
out of requests (Section 4). This tool allows users to leverage the
results of machine learning to pull out relevant contract language,
perform keyword filtering, and perform comparisons and boolean
operations to perform this filtering. We evaluate the usability of
this filter creation with 12 participants to attempt to determine
where pain points have been remediated, where they remain, and
if any are made worse.

We conclude this paper with a discussion of some implications
of our user studies to sell-side diligence and other tasks that share
similar properties (Section 5). This discussion focuses on tasks that
are performed infrequently enough that participants do not create
a fully fleshed out mental model and tasks that require high-level
collaborative information seeking but with individual goals and
motivations being at odds with other collaborators. In addition to
these implications, we discuss how complex retrieval tasks, like
sell-side diligence, limit how well researchers are able to model the
tasks and perform user research on prototypes in a realistic task
setting.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Buy-side and Sell-side Diligence
Selling a (part of a) company is very similar to selling a house (or a
time share in one) in that the main goal of the seller is to do what
is necessary to get the most money as quickly as possible [2]. On
the other hand, buyers want to get the best value for their dollar
while mitigating as much risk as possible. When selling a house, the
buyer is will initially ask a small set of relatively informal questions
(e.g., “when was the roof last done?”) to get a sense of what work,
if any, might need to be done. In selling a company, buyers (e.g.,
investors, other companies) need to initially determine whether the
company they want to buy is worth the asking price, whether the
potential risks are worth the potential upside, and whether they
believe a better price can be negotiated. In this sell-side due diligence
process the seller provides responses to a list of requests supplied
by the buyer that is based upon information in contracts, business
software, policies, and, sometimes, the minds of employees. This
list is called a due diligence request list (Figure 1) and corresponding
responses provided by the seller is called a disclosure schedule which
can be exceedingly complex or quite terse.

(a) Requests for all material agreements to a company.

(b) Requests for agreements relating to property.

Figure 1: Excerpts from a real due diligence request list.

In turn, the buyer performs more in-depth diligence to ensure
that responses provided by the seller are true and factual as well
as to ask for further elaboration on any newly revealed insights.
This process is typically called buy-side due diligence (or some times
mergers & acquisitions due diligence) and is typically handled by a
law firm representing the buyer which performs an exhaustive re-
view of the seller’s documents. In buying a home, this is equivalent
to hiring a home inspector to do a thorough inspection of the house
and property history before making an offer. Interestingly, the mar-
ket for buy-side diligence software grew over the last decade (e.g.,
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Luminance, Seal Software, Kira Systems, Diligen, Eigen, Della) [1]
due to high-cost associated with having highly paid law firms con-
duct this exhaustive review combined with entire departments in
law firms focused on performing this function. Conversely, sell-side
due diligence has not seen a corresponding maturity, we believe,
due to the fact that it is a relatively infrequent task performed by
different individuals in a company’s lifetime.

2.2 Collaboration
During a sell-side diligence process, multiple individuals interact
with each other to accomplish a singular goal: “answer buyer’s
requests for information as quickly and accurately as possible”. In
some sense, this is a goal comprised of many “mini” tasks to find
information or determine an answer to the request similar to the
individual search + no shared display case in the work of Crescenzi
et al. [15]. While sell-side diligence requires coordination of many
individuals, much existing collaborative information seeking and
retrieval research tends to focus on a small set of individuals work-
ing together to satisfy a singular information need but insights from
this research will be applicable to sell-side diligence. For example,
the seminal work Morris and Horvitz [37] identified three key as-
pects of collaborative web search: awareness, division of labour, and
persistence. Following this work, Shah et al. [45] called for an addi-
tion of metadata to search results, and Shah [44] found that the the
number of coordination messages was decreased with the improved
transparency into the partner’s activity. This observation extends to
scenarios where a collaborator is an intelligent agent as observed in
recent work by Avula et al. [4, 5] which indicates process tracking
and visibility are important components of collaborative retrieval.
As any single person is unable to complete the entire task due to
the lack of knowledge, it is ever so important to facilitate effective
interaction between people who are involved in the process [25].

As we discuss in Section 3.2 and 3.3, some of the main chal-
lenges faced by the sell-side diligence participants revolve around
the need for efficient task distribution and visibility into the pro-
cess. Ironically, one of the biggest similarities between the sell-side
diligence process and collaborative web search might be the users
“satisficing3 with current tools” [22] whichmanifests in participants
using emails, instance messaging, and phone calls to coordinate
and manage the work [11, 36] in both task domains.

2.3 Time Pressure
When investigating the effects of time pressure on information
retrieval and seeking behaviours, there has generally been a split
between time-critical (i.e., life or death) pressure [26, 35, 41] or
more explicit time-constrained pressure (e.g., find as much as you
can in N minutes) [16–18, 31, 32, 46]. We believe, sell-side diligence
falls closer to time-constrained tasks due to implied constraints
on individual time from others managing the process as well as a
final deadline for diligence to be completed. The general trend ob-
served in past work is that time pressure often results in a sacrifice
of relevant material returned and some task-specific behavourial
adaptations. In a professional setting, time-press in clinical decision

3Satisficing is a decision-making strategy that aims for a satisfactory or adequate
result, rather than the optimal solution.

support has been observed to reduce accuracy and increase indi-
vidual stress during the task [46] which aligns with observations
discussed in Section 5.2. A sell-side diligence tool is similar to the
search assistant in Crescenzi et al. [16] which was unused by some
participants as they felt that they could find information quicker
and more reliably themselves when under time pressure. This in-
dicates that any tool for sell-side diligence should be perceived as
low effort and highly reliable.

2.4 Task Complexity
As computing hardware and information access have expanded so
too have the tasks that users of information systems attempt to
complete. Ranging from factoid and non-factoid question answer-
ing [7] to timeline summarization of social media [30] to interacting
with conversational agents [12] to recommending what products to
buy [9], these tasks move beyond ad-hoc search to satisfy ever more
complex information needs. Moreover, there has been an increas-
ing investigation into “professional” search tasks such as electronic
discovery [14, 38], systematic review [27, 29], and clinical decision
support [21, 39]. In these cases, the task being investigated is often
a (sizable) part of a much larger professional task (e.g., finding all
relevant COVID-19 vaccine efficacy study and then leaving the
meta-analysis related tasks to subsequent work). We find that the
“search as learning” paradigm [13, 20] and other related exploratory
search tasks are closest to sell-side diligence. In the sense that the
seller is conducting this search and synthesis on behalf of the buyer
in order for the buyer to learn about the company and make a
determination to buy.

Prior work explored interfaces for complex search, sensemaking
and document organisation activities [8, 23, 33] which could be
compared to the process of due diligence.

3 UNDERSTANDING SELL-SIDE DILIGENCE IN
PRACTICE

3.1 Methodology
To facilitate an understanding of the sell-side diligence process,
we conducted semi-structured interviews with professionals that
have been involved with either the sell-side or buy-side. Interviews
covered three lines of questioning: (1) an initial discussion of the
interviewee’s background and their experience of the sell-side dili-
gence process; (2) how information is collected, curated, used in
responses to requests, and collaborated on within an organization;
(3) how outputs are produced and shared with the relevant parties.
Interviews were kept to 30 minutes with some occasionally running
to allow participants to complete any thoughts.

Participant selection was done by soliciting relevant members of
our organization’s executive team’s professional network. This in-
troduced an inherent bias to our sampling procedure but was largely
unavoidable due to the nature of the research to be conducted. To
mitigate this, we interviewed as thorough mix of professionals
as possible to ensure an accurate representation of sell-side dili-
gence in practice. In total, we interviewed 6 Mergers & Acquisitions
lawyers, 7 corporate lawyers, 4 venture capital vice-presidents, 1
banker, 1 Chief Financial Officer, and 1 company co-founder. In-
terviewing stopped once no new insights were being uncovered
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and no additional participants were available from different job
positions to increase interview diversity.

Interviews were recorded with participants’ consent, were au-
tomatically transcribed, and corrected for accuracy during review.
Thematic analysis using MAXQDA was conducted to derive well-
structured insights about key pain points and process hurdles as
well as a valuable functionality that a sell-side diligence tool would
require to be successful. Due to resource constraints, thematic anal-
ysis was conducted by a single researcher who may not have been
present for the interview itself.

3.2 Analysis
We note that some interviews described the inciting incident for
sell-side diligence to be either having an unsolicited bid arrive or to
actively seek out a buyer. For obvious reasons, we omit discussion of
this pre-diligence step and focus on aspects of the sell-side diligence
process itself.

3.2.1 Document Management. While it would not be an unreason-
able assumption that organizations are diligent in keeping good
records about where important documents, contracts, and other
company critical information exits. Nearly all of our interviewees
that had assisted in sell-side diligence confirmed that such an as-
sumption often does not hold in practice. Several participants ex-
pressed the idea that it was simply a matter of course to rely on
the longest tenured employees as sources of truth for where this
information resides (P4: “I reached out to him and brought him in
because he had been with the company since...not the very beginning
but about a year or two into the company’s history. So he knew where
a lot of things were.” ). This is perhaps a bit surprising until put into
the context that companies taking part in sell-side diligence are
not necessarily focused on best practices for data organization but
on activities that support the bottom line (P21: “...don’t have very
strong processes and controls, because they, you know, have only been
in existence a few years. Things are moving quickly they don’t have
a big team...”, P3: “Early days companies don’t even know they are
supposed to keep track of it. Doesn’t even occur to them ... They are all
busy running around trying to build a company. ” ). One participant,
in particular, believes it is critical that documents be digital during
sell-side diligence. Otherwise, they opine “[i]f all your contracts
are on paper, you’re screwed. If your contracts are digital, you’re
only slightly less screwed.” (P2). Accordingly, there is an initial hur-
dle in just finding all required materials and requires potentially
non-trivial coordination to do so.

3.2.2 Managing Requests. Once a seller has performed the nearly
Sisyphean task of finding all the necessary material, they begin
the actual crux of the process in responding to the request list.
Not only does responding involve the inputs of many departments
(P2: “...there are so many questions that aren’t legal. Tons of finance
related, tons of data related...”, P4: “...the remaining lists all focus on
product and business and HR and retention and financials” ) but it
involves what can be “multiple rounds of information requests” (P4)
which creates a time and effort sink across the organization (P20: “it
could be a company [that we’d] maybe spend 20 hours a month with,
suddenly becomes 40 or 50 hours a month”, P4: “we would literally be

meeting every day in the evening and just sit down and go through
[the request list] question by question and line by line.” ).

Request management becomes even more complex if there are
several prospective buyers vying for the selling company since they
have to manage multiple request lists that are phrased differently
but are asking for, in many cases, the same information (P3: “So, you
have a standard list that goes across corporate, IP, employee benefits,
tax.”, P1: “...independent of the company, there’s a relatively common
list of questions that people would ask in the first instance. And then
coming out of a call there will be clarification questions.”, P2: “There’s
always a bunch of questions you want to ask that are the same, like
‘Do you have any outstanding lawsuits?’, ‘Any environmental orders
against your company?”’). The difficulty lies in ensuring all similar
questions have a consistent answer across bidders as it minimizes
the work done and can expedite the process overall (P4: “If I could
go back in time and recreate the process, ...if I could get a list of
possible questions that I know everyone’s going to ask and then create
a standard response for them. That would have eliminated 80% of the
work. Because then you’re just saying ‘hey, I know everyone’s going
to ask this question, here’s the answer’ and it’s the same answer for
everyone.”, P21: “what most people do is they just create one big data
room, they accumulate all the questions from everyone else. And then
you’re kind of like almost like you’re playing cards - you’re dealing
out the information as needed from that main data room.” ) as well
as reducing the risk of providing different answers. As one can
imagine from this discussion, without rigorous processes and tools
managing requests even from one bidder, let alone several, can be
an arduous task.

3.2.3 Collaboration. Collaboration might be better characterized
in the context of sell-side diligence as coordination of resources
since each involved department needs access to their own part of
the request list (P2: “The techie folks don’t need to see the contracts,
they just need to have access to see their particular piece of it.” ). In
contrast to many collaborative information tasks, individuals will
often perform their task then return to their day-jobs and leave
the coordination of the overall endeavour to those assigned to that
task. This is often a C-level executive and their reports4 (P13: “The
inefficiency of this process and the resource-intensive nature of this
process is really problematic. Because you don’t have bodies lying
around. So you’re taking people ... maybe your technology people
instead of building product or fixing bugs, or your sales people who,
instead of selling deals, have to worry about diligence stuff... The
company’s not being run. So you’re having a real negative business
impact.”, P17: “But it’s just trying to get your arms around everything.
Because typically you are doing your normal job at the same time, so
it’s really keeping everything on track is difficult. ” ).

As mentioned above, collaboration can come in discussing what
to provide to the buy-side and is where the sell-side law firm typi-
cally gets involved (P1: “your law firm is helping to do some of the
legal due diligence calls or guidance about how to do it and then
strategic considerations and discussions, just advice about how to
approach something from a sell perspective with your buyers.” ). Ac-
cordingly, this framing of responses is critical to ensure that buyers
are provided enough data to make risk assessments and, ultimately,

4We note that the very consistent term across interviewees for this role was “quarter-
backing” but refrain from using it here to keep this sport-agnostic.
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whether to continue the transaction but also that the right story is
told about the data that is present (e.g., less than ideal terms were
given for a contract that forms the backbone of the seller’s annual
revenue).

3.2.4 Tools. A consistent response from all interviewees that had
conducted sell-side diligence was that there was a relatively small
set of common tools: a virtual data room5 (e.g., Intralinks, HighQ,
and sometimes Sharepoint, Google Drive, or Dropbox) and some
form of spreadsheet software (e.g., Microsoft Excel, Google Sheets).
This is not entirely surprising since spreadsheets are a straightfor-
ward tool to track and coordinate response while a virtual data room
is the accepted way to share documents among legal professionals.

Out of all our interviewees, only 3 said that they had used con-
tract review software tailored for buy-side diligence to aid in sell-
side diligence. This was due to prior exposure to such tools and its
effectiveness at expediting the review for key data points in con-
tracts and other agreements. Such tools are tailored to professional
law firms that do in-depth review during mergers and acquisitions
and so come with a price tag and functionality that is representative
of those tasks (i.e., it is tailored to legal professionals). It was no
surprise that so few sell-side interviewees attempted to use such
software since the ramp up and price tag would be prohibitive.

3.2.5 Non-Document Material. Much of the work on the sell-side
consists of documents but participants frequently referenced the
need to produce responses not based off documents. Such requests
might correspond to the state of the business (P21: “go pull out all
the stock based compensation amounts for last five years” or to histor-
ical elements (P3: “Explain to me about the history of the company,
how did the IP get developed?” ) to fiscal projections (P2: “What’s
your projected revenue for next year? What was the earlier versions
of that?” ). Moreover, it may be that there are just generic questions
that require a written answer but aren’t necessarily formalized in
any document (P2: “You have any outstanding lawsuits? Any envi-
ronmental orders against your company?”, P4: “...often there were just
answers to questions, there weren’t really documents or anything that
needed to be provided. It was like a "what is" question.” ). There may
also be a need to formalize existing business practices or views that
may not have needed to be formalized (P21: “Things that didn’t need
to be documented in a word document, so they were more questions of
management, you know what’s your view on fraud, and how do you
tackle fraud, you don’t have a policy around fraud.” ). Consequently,
when requests like these occur in sell-side diligence, it boils down
to some number of humans figuring out an answer and producing
a written response with any necessary evidence attached.

3.2.6 Buy-Side Considerations. A buyer’s focus in sell-side dili-
gence is to quickly build an understanding of the contextual as-
pects of the selling company’s operations and any risks that may
create should they buy (part of) the company. Much of the buyer’s
interest is focused on finding answers about the material contracts
and agreements of the company before then engaging in buy-side
diligence (P18: “We would say, just look at the high level contracts, the
big tickets, top few customers. And then we would ask for warranties
about customer contracts.”, P3: “In the financing they don’t want to

5A virtual data room is a shared digital location for all documents related to a particular
deal and is the digital equivalent to a physical data room full of boxes.

know everything, they just want to know the top 10 things. <...> But
when you do the sale of a company they’re basically saying ‘we want
to know everything’.” ).

There has been a recent trend, at least prior to the current eco-
nomic climate, resulting from a very competitive funding market
(i.e. venture capital and private equity investment) for buyers to
curtail some of the more tedious and in-depth asks of sell-side dili-
gence to prevent being scooped by a different buyer (P18: “And
in the past few years it’s just gotten even more competitive on the
European landscape. For VC it’s crazy. So the pressure is to sign deals.
<...> you don’t have a lot of time. And you got a lot of ‘is this really
important?’, ‘do we really care?’ We’ll iron it out later.” ). By reducing
the scope of sell-side diligence, buyers take additional risks and
have less certainty about their purchases but are able to compete
with their rivals. This means that buyers may become advocates
for tools that allow them to return to more thorough request lists
while maintaining competitiveness and keeping burdens on sellers
low.

3.3 Elements of a Mousetrap
In this section, we synthesize the main elements that any tool
seeking to be a “better mousetrap” for sell-side due diligence would
need to tackle based upon our interviews. As many participants
have suggested that companies seeking funding, especially early
stage ones, will be more focused on running the business rather
than having strict procedures and protocols in place for document
management, we avoid making as many assumptions as possible
about how an arbitrary sell-side company would operate in the
following discussion.

3.3.1 Document/Evidence Repository. Managing where documents
or any created evidence exists is useful for ensuring that the correct
data is provided to buyers when the decision to turn over materials
is made. This can encompass what some participants characterized
as a “staging” area that allows internal employees to sort through
different versions of documents before producing the final version
for buyers. Additionally, ensuring that this repository can manage
multiple on-going bids by interested providers would mean that
sellers have more insight into what is being shared, with whom,
and whether it is shared consistently (i.e., to prevent errors in
reporting). While it is a daunting task, this repository would ideally
connect with as many different data sources as possible to ensure
easy importing of relevant materials without requiring manual
intervention to move files around. Some connections, like those
to virtual data rooms, are more likely to be consistently used but
others that correspond to more mature organizations (e.g., Carta
for stock option management) are beneficial to have but likely to
be unused for a non-trivial portion of young companies. The more
connections that can be made, the easier it is for sellers to provide
correct and timely information to buyers but results in a tool that
is more complex both for developers but also end users to manage.

3.3.2 Request and Response Management. Our participants very
clearly expressed how time consuming and high touch managing
sell-side diligence can be for a seller. Beneficially, a tool builder can
leverage the success of contract review technology [1, 34] to aid in
the review of contracts by automatically extracting relevant data
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points and using them to filter documents that meet the desired
request criteria (e.g., “Provide all employment agreements where
base salary exceeds $150,000.”). Such technology is not perfect but
can help focus any document review to ensure that manual review
is kept to a minimum. Reducing manual review enables that manual
effort to be better spent on handling requests that require human
intervention (e.g., responding to the presence of any active law-
suits) and possible document creation. We expect that some written
responses will also require evidence to support the answer (e.g.,
a copy of the capitalization table when reporting on unallocated
stock options). The corresponding evidence, if any, would then be
stored in the document repository. Regardless of how a request
is responded to, we envision that being able to save requests and
responses can go along way to reducing additional effort in the
presence of multiple bids or in successive sales when doing multiple
rounds of investment (i.e., some answers may be recyclable). To
further reduce effort and potential errors, the tool can provide the
ability to identify similar requests, possibly automatically.

3.3.3 Internal Collaboration. We view the goal of internal collab-
oration as ensuring that internal stakeholders are aware of what
requests have been responded to, what new requests may have
come in, who (if anyone) are these requests assigned to (e.g., to
verify or manually answer), and being able to leave any necessary
notes on requests or documents that may require further investi-
gation or framing when presented externally (e.g., realizing that a
contract in the repository is not a final version). Included in our
vision of internal collaboration is the ability to manage access to
arbitrary sections of the request list and data repository to facilitate
focused input from different departments in the organization. This
allows sell-side diligence managers to not worry about collating
separate spreadsheets or providing overly broad access to an entire
organization and the risks that could occur (e.g., accidental dele-
tion of other responses). We might also expect that other common
functionality in productivity software will be present in a sell-side
diligence tool (e.g., notifying individuals when they are assigned a
task) but refrain from digging deeply into the exact details since
they are less relevant to this work. Overall, the described internal
collaboration functionality aims to enable individuals to contribute
as efficiently and effectively as possible and then return to their
day-job to ensure the company remains desirable to buyers.

3.3.4 External Collaboration. Ensuring good external collaboration
is probably one of the more crucial aspects of a sell-side diligence
tool as it can colour the on-going relationship between buyer and
seller. The seller is also likely to desire the most fine-grained con-
trol in this situation in order to be certain they provide the right
information to the buyer. The existing alternative from our partici-
pants’ perspective is to perform the extra work of maintaining a
“staging” virtual data room and sending spreadsheets of responses
via email and then upload documents to final data room. With fine-
grained control, sellers can reduce the amount of duplicative work
in producing “safe to send” copies of work that they’ve already
done and potentially given access to buyers sooner. In that vein,
we can also envision the ability for buyers to submit new requests
or clarifying questions in the tool itself to better manage who re-
sponds and when. The final component to external collaboration
is producing the final set of deliverables to the buyer in order for

Figure 2: An example set of requests broken into sections for
a fictional organization. Note that one request is marked as
completed and others remain to be completed with sections
being assigned to different individuals for verification.

them to perform any additional buy-side diligence. Ideally, the tool
would connect with whatever virtual data room the buyer would
like as well as facilitate the transmission of a disclosure schedule in
the desired format. But practically speaking, we imagine that being
able to export a single, well organized snapshot of the repository
and the disclosure schedule will be seen as sufficient in most cases
and likely a non-trivial improvement over the status quo.

4 A “BETTER MOUSETRAP”?
As discussed in Section 3.3, there are several broad areas that we
believe a sell-side diligence needs to address to successfully im-
prove the process from both sell-side and buy-side perspectives.
Out of those areas, we think that the most practical area for human
effort reduction is in identifying documents that are responsive
to a particular request in the diligence request list. Especially as
being able to formulate and create the necessary filters is much
more of a user oriented problem rather than the more development
heavy task of adding access controls and connectors to different
data sources (e.g., Sharepoint, Salesforce). While there are certainly
elements to be investigated in the other areas, prior research [16]
suggests that ensuring an assistant to the search and filtering pro-
cess is easy to use and not perceived as effort-heavy may improve
the likelihood that it will be used. With that in mind, it was clear to
us that helping users to easily find relevant documents to requests
is the lowest-handing fruit for improving the mousetrap.

In the remainder of this section, we describe a preliminary proto-
type revolving around the creation of search filters for requests in a
due diligence request list and related management tasks. We tested
this tool using new and repeat participants from the earlier study
and present an analysis of their experience and what this implies
for further iterations on our attempt to improve the mousetrap.

4.1 Request Management
Figure 2 depicts the initial prototype for request management. Users
are able to create different sections which can correspond to the
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Figure 3: An example of a request filter creation screen that
is meant to assist users in automatically filtering out doc-
uments that do not meet desired criteria for a particular
request. In this example, this corresponds to any share or
stock purchase agreements that have a stock granted date
and that date is greater than July 30, 2022.

different sections in a due diligence request list but this organisa-
tion is up to their discretion. Each section is assignable to one or
more individuals in an organization to facilitate any checking of
automatically generated responses or creating responses and associ-
ating them with the request (not pictured). Sections are assigned to
individuals rather than to each request since our interview analysis
indicated that sections are typically related to a particular organi-
zational unit (e.g., legal, finance, IT) rather than grouped in some
other manner. This screen also allows users to see at a glance the
progress of the process and whether additional resources need to
be made available to finish in a desired time frame (e.g., if one user
is assigned to too many sections). We note that there isn’t anything
particularly nuanced about this screen and its functionality but
helps to reinforce the experience that we expect users to take part
in.

Our particular area of investigation is shown in Figure 3 which
is an example request filter being created. The goal here is to allow
users to easily combine pre-built machine learning models (referred
to as “Field” in the prototype), document type restrictions, text
search, and various logical and comparison operations to filter
documents to only those that satisfy the desired request [19, 43].
Ensuring that filter creation be relatively painless and intuitive for
users is where we believe the largest gains can be made and can
pose the biggest barrier to adoption of a sell-side diligence tool (i.e.,
if this isn’t easy then why use the tool). We note that this design was
motivated with the understanding that not all documents would
necessarily be present when such filters are created and that the
results should be updated with new documents meeting the criteria.

4.2 Methodology
In order to validate our design choices, we invited 12 participants
with various experience on buy and sell-sides (11 of whom we
interviewed previously), and scheduled individual 30minute remote
video sessions. This still results in a biased sample of participants

Figure 4: An modified real-world example of a request list
that a seller could receive from a buyer. Participants of the
second study were asked to build a filter for request 1.3.

but invited participants were generally those that we believedwould
use this part of the tool, at least some of the time.

During the call, participants were asked to imagine that their
company was going through sell-side diligence and use the proto-
type in order to respond to the supplied request list. Figure 4 shows
the example diligence request list that was presented to users and
they were tasked with creating a filter that would seek to satisfy
request 1.3. In the proposed scenario, all necessary documents have
already been located and uploaded into the system, therefore the
focus of the task was on using the prototype to select the correct
documents to satisfy the request list. We note that the prototype
users interacted with was a high-fidelity “paper” prototype that
was created using HTML and JavaScript to emulate what would
happen in a real tool. This was done to more readily get feedback
on this part of the tool rather than waiting for a more complete
end-to-end implementation.

During the sessions, we asked the participants to share their
screen and to think aloud as they were attempting to complete the
task. With the participants’ permission, we recorded the sessions
calls for later analysis. Notes were taken during the sessions and
we continued recruiting until no new insights were being noticed.
After all interviews were completed, one of the authors conducted
a more thorough thematic analysis of the recorded videos using
MAXQDA.

4.3 Analysis
The most prominent, and initially confusing, trend in participant
recordings was around the use of the word “request” in the proto-
type. The majority of participants interpreted the “Create a Request”
step as if they were requesting someone else to do the work of find-
ing the documents. This interpretation is not entirely false as one
may imagine requesting that the tool is tasked with sifting through
the documents but it did not correspond to the idea of creating some
kind of filter. A common alternative view suggested by participants
was to frame this step more explicitly as search, whereby a user
is establishing criteria to search the corpus of documents to then
save them in a specific location in a data room.
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There was also repeated confusion in how requests were named
by participants. In the intended workflow, requests are treated
as named entities mapping to a set of documents. However, our
participants found it unintuitive and some interpreted the “name”
input field (in Figure 3, this is “Share Ownership”) as an input
for plain English search query. This is understandable considering
that the mental model of most participants was parallel to ad-hoc
search. They expected to complete their search, see the results,
save them with an indicative name. Instead, the tool offered the
inverse workflow: create the named entity, set search criteria, see
the results. This misalignment is not unexpected due to the task
scenario outlining that all documents are present in the tool rather
than having to accommodate new documents over time.

One unexpected behaviour occurred around naming conventions
for sections and requests. We expected that the names of sections
and requests in the tool would mirror the wording in the example
request list. Participants, however, consistently chose to use their
own naming scheme throughout the study. Part of this may have
manifested due to the artificial nature of the task but indicates to
us that the tool may need to encourage closer alignment to the
request list to ensure that users are certain that a particular request
is reflected in the tool.

As shown in Figure 3, the prototype allowed participants to
leverage several type of criteria, including text search and machine
learning models (Fields). Participants were also able to limit the
filters to certain pre-defined document types to more directly focus
only on specific documents related to the request. During the study,
we noticed that participants would often forego the filter creation
step and skip to results only based on the document type. When
asked, many explained this behaviour by wanting to set rough
boundaries, examine the results and go back to add more filters if
necessary. These “broad queries” can be explained by the fact that
our participants were “novices” in using this tool [3]. We expect
that after the initial introduction, users will spend more time setting
up the search criteria to receive high quality results [6]. Further, as
shown in prior research [10], since people are more likely to solicit
the use of assistive tools for more complex tasks, it is plausible
that requests requiring only a few documents can be fulfilled with
simple filters.

One of the criteria types allowed participants to leverage a
trained machine learning model to pull out specified concepts (e.g.
all examples of non-compete clauses in a contract). Despite this
option providing a potentially superior and efficient way to find the
necessary documents, most of the participants issued text queries
with the understanding that searching for an exact string match
would require them to set up multiple conditions (e.g., different
phrasing, handling capitalization) and may result in missing doc-
uments. Such reluctance to use machine learning models can be
explained by the relative unfamiliarity of machine learning capabil-
ities to participants (as mentioned in Section 3.2, tooling is limited).
While interacting with a full-fledged tool over a high-fidelity pro-
totype may change user behaviours, we plan to further improve
discoverability and ease of use for this type of advanced functional-
ity to further reduce barriers to use.

Regardless of filter type, participants expressed the desire to
manually spot-check the output. This speaks to a “trust but verify”

approach towards assistive tools and signifies the fact that sell-
side participants are not used to relying on sophisticated tools but
rather are accustomed to conducting the work largely by hand.
But we acknowledge that due to the stakes involved in sell-side
diligence that some of this hesitance may remain even in a high-
trust scenario.

5 BEYOND THE MOUSETRAP
5.1 Mental Models in Infrequent Tasks
In Section 4.3, one of the most surprising elements of the user study
was that many participants were confused as to what a request was
in the context of a due diligence request list. This was mildly frus-
trating for us since the participants themselves could not articulate
a more appropriate name for “request” when prompted and none of
our internal domain experts could either. We do note that “question”
was perhaps the most consistent suggestion as replacement but it
isn’t clear to us that this would be any better outright but may be
consistent with the iterative process that can develop when buyers
ask for further clarification.

After some lengthy discussions, we realized that for most partic-
ipants, even those who have performed sell-side diligence several
times, the process is not performed frequently enough to build a
consistent and complete mental model. This is compounded by the
fact that participants may not always be involved in all parts of the
process whenever they participate in sell-side diligence. Accord-
ingly, participants defaulting to ad-hoc search behaviours might
result from consistent exposure in their own day-to-day job rather
than suitability to the task (i.e., it is a fallback behaviour). Given
that participants are focused on getting the work done as quickly
as possible and likely with a focus on getting back to their day-job,
it is no surprise that they may not fully develop a mental model
for how they talk and think about the task. We find some indirect
confirmation of this in the fact that, in our experience, lawyers
engaging in buy-side due diligence often have a much stronger
mental model about the task due to fact that it is their day-job.

We believe one of themost critical insights that may have broader
implications is that mental model development for complex tasks
is inversely correlated the frequency of the task. Moreover, when
this task interferes with a more primary task even less attention is
paid to it. It simply becomes something that stands in the way of
getting other work done. The problem, of course, is that when the
task also has a high-risk or high-reward component that lacking
a mental model may mean errors or other problems can arise. To
avoid this, we might look to help shape an innocuous mental model
that encourages users to be consistent in their performance of tasks
but not necessarily be cognizant of this (e.g., by using terminology
that is generic enough to not pull them from the task).

5.2 Collaboration and Coordination
In Section 3.2, we saw that much of sell-side diligence is done
individually and as quickly as possible to return to other day-to-day
tasks. This means that while individual employees are supporting
the overarching task of making sell-side diligence successful, they
do so separate from the efforts of others and not having high-levels
of collaboration. But there is a risk that interactions can be perceived
“negative” when individuals are repeatedly get pulled back into the
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process to provide clarification or provide additional responses. On
the other hand, the interactions between buy-side and sell-side are
more complex since both sides want the deal to complete but with
different mitigating factors in mind. Sellers will want to do as little
work as possible to secure the deal (as they have a business to run)
and buyers want to obtain as much information as possible to judge
risk and correct prices from sellers. This tension can obviously be
manifest as adversarial interactions by either side since each have
slightly conflicting underlying motivations in their work.

The problem in either case is that this can sour relationships
either internally or externally between collaborators. As several
participants expressed this being an undesirable (but not necessar-
ily rare) outcome, avoiding such scenarios becomes a high priority
since it can affect how successfully the company operates after-
wards or may itself put the deal in jeopardy (P104: “And what I
found happens so many times is the diligence process becomes hostile,
combative, and antagonistic for so many reasons...You go right from
this really miserable diligence process into an integration process,
and everyone still has the battle scars. And it really jeopardizes the
success of a deal. Because the deal is not about ‘Okay, you bought the
asset at the right valuation, you signed an M&A agreement, a stock
purchase agreement, and now the deal is done.’ That’s the easy part.
The hard part is integrating and working together. And if you spend
six months beating each other up, you’re not necessarily going to have
the best relationship going forward.” ). This can mean that there are
interesting trade-offs in tools built to solve problems addressing a
common overarching goal but competing with different individual
goals from those completing the process. Balancing these different
motivations can be further complicated by a less developed mental
model and not understanding one’s role in the process. And so,
tools for these processes may then need to be actively refined based
upon different personas to ensure functionality does not exacerbate
these tensions.

5.3 Limitations
In Section 4, we described a study focused only on a relatively small
part of the sell-side diligence process in our high-fidelity prototype
rather than a full fledged tool to perform sell-side diligence. The
unfortunate reality is that creating a realistic simulation of such a
task is not itself simple due to the inherent complexity of sell-side
diligence resulting in needing enough representative documents
and other information, finding enough participants willing to work
together, and being able to justify the time commitment. A realistic
sell-side diligence task is likely to require several hours worth of
work by multiple individuals even if they were provided with a
better mousetrap. Limiting the scope of a simulation would mean
participants perform something more akin to a bare-bones usability
test of the tool rather than actually performing the task. Especially
since most participants may end up believing that the document
set is so small that it would be easier just to do the work manually.
Indeed, the best we could hope for (especially for comparative
purposes) is to find a charitable company that had just completed a
sale to “replay” their diligence process using the tool.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the idea of sell-side due diligence
and its importance to how companies, especially start-ups, sell
themselves in whole or part. Through a diverse user study across
the different perspectives in the sell-side diligence process, we
found that document and information collection, managing buyer
information requests, and internal and external collaboration are
some of the biggest pain points in this process. Especially as sell-
side diligence requires every day employees to dedicate non-trivial
time away from their day-job to perform task related to selling
the company, which can itself damage the company’s bottom line
and productivity overall. Using request management as a starting
point, we present a simple tool to create request filters that would
allow users to automatically identify relevant documents from a
collection when they meet desired criteria (e.g., employee contracts
where base pay is over $150,000). While our users were able to
generally accomplish the task, the terminology used in the tool
was consistently a source of consternation due to its incompati-
bility with their mental model. Interestingly, when prompted for
suggestions to improve the terminology, participants would draw
blanks. This fact combined with results from the first user study
(e.g., work is compartmentalized, performed infrequently) indicated
to us that participants often lacked a complete mental model of the
task. Ultimately indicating to us that when building tools for similar
high-risk/high-reward infrequent tasks that one should attempt
to encourage consistency but to use terminology that will be seen
as generic as possible and strike a “not wrong” balance (i.e., the
language used is not wrong enough to pull them out of the task).
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